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Ok, I finally found a project management software tool that actually works. I use it to keep track of
projects and tasks and help my employees manage their assignments.
If you're looking for a free project management software program or want to keep track of employees
assignments and the time spent on them, you should check it out. Even if your employees are off-site and
don't have computer access they can use their mobile device to clock in so you can track and bill for time
spent.
With the built in tools such as Project Management, Time Tracking, Performance Metrics, Employee
Time sheets, Employee Scheduling, & Billing Tools this software simply helps plan your work and work
your plan. Measure your employees performance. It's that old saying.. what gets measured gets done and
this program definitely helps you measure.
What I like is that you don't have to install anything on your PC. It works with any browser as a new
cloud application so there is nothing to install and nothing to download.
Let's face it, every successful business needs a way to allocate its resources, manage and audit it's work
and employees, keep it's customers informed and happy, and to do all of this efficiently.
It's a rare employee who starts the day with aspirations of carefully tracking their time, regular
correspondence to update the customers, and meticulous note keeping about their hourly progress.

Most just want to do their job, and would prefer some magic eye in the sky did all of that for them. If
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such a system exists, it's currently out of the price range most small businesses can afford. Not so any
longer thanks to tools and companies like this.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Noah Wieder is President and CEO of Intelligent eCommerce, Inc. and the
founder of bestpeoplesearch.com. Bestpeoplesearch is a private investigator portal and Information Retrieval
Services web site where investigators offer searches to businesses and individuals with specific search
needs.
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